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Chapter I - Purpose of Study
Imagine the lifestyle of underwater photographers. They are not only photographers; they are
scuba divers. They travel the world to exotic places to explore and then record their findings of the
marine world. They shoot in the ever-changing medium called seawater. The changing seasons and
weather alter available light and underwater visibility. Sea creatures relocate and new species are
discovered. Humankind’s curious nature drives people to document their discoveries to understand
the sea, the world, everything, a little better. Underwater photographers can be seen as the
messengers who communicate the reality of life in the foreign environment of the sea. Even under
the best of conditions, there is a need to understand the science of light and color and what can be
done to compensate for the obstacles that underwater photographers face.
This study asks the question: What are the best techniques to achieve optimal color
reproduction when working in the field of underwater photography? When light travels through
water instead of air, special techniques and equipment are necessary in underwater photography
because water has very different characteristics than air. An understanding of light is essential for
any photographer. To capture the essence of what lies underwater, the photographer must learn to
control and/or manipulate light. Choosing the right dive location is also crucial in order to attain
excellent shooting conditions, while visibility and depth are key considerations for color quality
underwater.
Human perception of color changes with depth underwater. This is due to the decrease
in availability of light. Natural light penetrates the water and is often used as an illumination
tool in underwater photography. The use of artificial light and filters enables photographers to
restore colors that are otherwise unseen underwater. The creation of an underwater photograph
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is not complete when the dive is finished. There are a number of strategies for achieving good
color reproduction using digital cameras, computer software and color correction tools. The
photographer has many options to attain the desired quality of color.
The purpose of this study is to develop knowledge of the practice of underwater photography
and determine how color correction leads to the success of an underwater photograph. Color is one
of the photographer’s greatest assets. In underwater settings, color affects how humans interpret the
environment. Our perception of the effects of water on photography is greatly determined by the
color of the subject matter. For example, if the water appears to be bright green, an algae bloom
may have recently occurred. The presence of iron and rotting vegetation will cause the water to
appear somewhat brown.
Alternatively, the colors of sea life can impact the affairs in the ocean. For instance, certain
fish have evolved to camouflage their color to match their environment for survival. Color can play
an important role in the subsistence of many marine species. This study will aid in understanding
how an underwater environment determines the perceived colors. An understanding of color can
be applied to underwater photography to help us better understand the complexities of our oceans.
The field of color digital imaging is constantly improving and underwater photography is one area
of the field that exposes its possibilities.
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Chapter II - Literature Review
Brief History of Underwater Photography
Exploration on the surface of oceans has been occurring for thousands of years. There are
records of humans diving in the oceans from hundreds of years ago.Yet the visual documentation of
anything below the ocean’s surface, besides sketches, did not take place until 150 years ago with the
development of photography (Baker). Most sources credit English photographer William Thompson
with taking the first underwater photograph. He completed his experiment near the shores of
Weymouth, England in the winter of 1856. Thompson created an underwater housing apparatus for
his camera and used the ‘wet collodion’ method, an early photographic process in which glass plates
were coated with collodion, a viscous, flammable liquid, before exposure. He produced a glass
negative, revealing an image of seaweed and sand underwater. Although the quality of the image was
poor and the camera was flooded, this event inspired a revolution. “In theory there [is] no reason
why we should not obtain as good an image as we do on land, provided the sea water could be kept
from the camera, and that the light was sufficient,” Thompson stated in his research paper (Baker).
His idea led other photographers to explore this new environment of potential photographic
images. This experiment was a milestone in photography as well as in underwater imaging.
Underwater photography took root in the late nineteenth century and progressed rapidly
in the early twentieth century. Eadweard Muybridge used a camera inside a watertight container
to photograph underwater in the San Francisco Bay during the 1870s. Frenchman Louis Boutan
captured clear images underwater with the help of a mechanic, Joseph David. They created an
underwater flashlight with a magnesium-coated ribbon within a glass sphere with oxygen. This
was used to illuminate their subjects at greater depths (Cheng). These photographers saw the
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importance of protecting the camera from flooding, illuminating the subject underwater, and most
importantly, linking creativity with technology to create powerful images. These developments led
to the next great innovation in underwater imaging – color photography.
It was a botanist’s desire to study the protective coloration of reef-dwelling fish in the Dry
Tortugas, Florida that triggered the move to color photography underwater. In 1923, botanist
William Harding Longley experimented using autochrome glass plates, the only dependable
process for color photography at the time (National Geographic). Corals, anemones, and sea
fans were among the stationary objects he photographed underwater. Due to the extremely long
time exposures required, the quality of the images was poor. He realized the need for a method
of making instantaneous color photos to produce high-quality images. Charles Martin, a National
Geographic staff photographer, understood photographic chemistry and helped Longley cut the
exposure time down to 1/20 of a second.
The hyper-sensitized plates they used for exposure were still too slow in relation to the
available light underwater. They used magnesium flash powder in an effort to illuminate the fish
they were documenting underwater. A dangerous material, the magnesium powder illuminated
the sea immensely. Their experiment resulted in the first successful underwater color photographs
(see Figure A). Their photos were printed alongside Longley’s article, “Life on a Coral Reef,” in the
January 1927 issue of National Geographic.
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Figure A
This photograph of a hogfish documented byWilliam H. Longley and Charles Martin was one of the first color underwater images
ever published (National Geographic, 1927).

During the mid-1950s, color underwater photography was still in its infancy. National
Geographic Chief Staff Photographer, Luis Marden, pioneered the field of underwater photography
with the help of French oceanographer and explorer, Jacques Cousteau. Marden’s underwater
artistry was recognized by the public and his techniques are still used today in underwater
photography (National Geographic).
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The Digital Revolution
The move from film to digital in the field of photography has changed the art in various ways.
Digital cameras contain sensors that detect and record information like tonal range and highlight
capture. Highlight capture is one of the most important aspects of the digital sensor when it
comes to underwater digital photography (Edge, 40). Camera manufacturers understand that
photographers demand better sensor capabilities and for this reason they are constantly improving
sensor technology.
Another momentous development in the digital revolution is that of memory cards. A
memory card is the equivalent of film in the world of digital photography and it is the storage
medium for image data. A memory card is able to store many more photographs than a roll of film.
The photographer can shoot more images and easily delete unwanted images. Memory cards are
extremely small and can be removed from the camera with little effort or fear of damaging the
images. Film has a very limited number shots per roll so the number of shots obtainable during a
dive is very low with film compared with a memory card.
The most common file formats for photographs are JPEG and Raw. Many digital cameras allow
photographers to shoot in both of these formats. JPEG is a file format for images that undergo
‘lossy compression’. This means image quality is reduced as a trade off for increased storage space.
Raw files are more desirable than JPEG because they use a lossless compression technique and
therefore preserve the original content, much like a film negative, but unlike JPEG, which loses
data with every save (Edge, 43). Photographers have the option of adjusting important values like
exposure and color temperature with computer software without losing or permanently changing
data in the image. Image manipulation programs like Adobe Photoshop provide more options when
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manipulating raw data within the Raw palette than available JPEG image options.
Most digital cameras allow you to customize white balance settings. There are many white
balance defaults already programmed in digital cameras but underwater photographers can benefit
from customizing their white balance settings (Edge, 55). For example, they can calibrate on
something white underwater and the camera will adjust the other colors accordingly. If further
color correction is necessary, the use of post-processing white balance for underwater scenes makes
editing easier on a computer. Adobe Photoshop is a powerful tool and provides a number of options
for adjusting color balance, a very important element of a successful image.

Basics of Color Management
Color management is an important aspect of the workflow of any underwater photographer.
Because color is more challenging to capture in seawater, the photographer must take special care
as to how he or she will achieve quality color in their images. The digital revolution has changed the
way photographers manage color and most underwater photographers today are creating images
at a time when color management is at its technological best (Edge, 46). With the use of digital
cameras and computer software, they are able to achieve color quality more quickly and efficiently.
The goal of color management is to maintain consistent color reproduction in the input
device, the display device, and the output device (ICC). This means that the color values in the
underwater camera should match color values of the computer display. For prints, the color values
must also match the output device (e.g. printer). The photographer can make accurate predictions
of color reproduction with the use of calibration. By calibrating all devices used in the creation of
underwater images, colors will be more precise and easier to maintain across all devices.
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The International Color Consortium (ICC) was established in 1993 with the purpose of
creating and maintaining the standardization and evolution of a cross-platform color management
system (ICC). Soon came the development of the ICC profile, enabling colors captured on one
device to be reproduced accurately on other devices. Each image created by a photographer has
an ICC profile with key values pertaining to its origins. The profile describes color by referencing
a color space - the gamut of colors that can be produced by the devices used to create the image.
Some common color spaces are sRGB and Adobe RGB (1998). ICC profiles are important
references for photographers when managing color in their images.

Light Properties Underwater
Underwater photographers work with a denser optical medium than photographers on land.
Successful underwater photographers must maintain an understanding of how light behaves in
water in order to achieve quality images. The amount of light underwater is primarily affected by
depth and visibility. Other components that should be considered are the time of day, the surface
conditions, and the location of the dive site (Anthoni). Seawater is 800 times denser than air and
there are more particles in water through which light must penetrate, just as smog or smoke affect
above ground photography. The weather and the organisms living in the water will also play a role
in the visibility of the water. The better the visibility, the greater the available light underwater.
Underwater photographers can use natural light in their images by understanding and working with
these characteristics.
The conditions of the surface of the water have an effect on how the light passes through it.
The ripples of rough seas reflect most of the sun’s rays while flat, calm waters allow greater light
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penetration (Edge, 8). The angle of the sun also plays a role in the amount of light underwater.
When the sun is directly overhead, most of its rays will penetrate the water. At times of the day
when the sun is closer to the horizon, such as morning or evening, there is a substantial loss of light
due to the angle of reflection against the water’s surface. This makes for softer, more diffused light,
which can appeal to some underwater photographers (Edge, 9).
The location of the dive site has an effect on the amount of light and color underwater.
Tropical, shallow waters appear blue to cyan, while deeper oceans tend to have more of a green
to blue cast (Anthoni). Protected, tropical reefs are known to have incredible visibility and vibrant
colors, ideal for color capture. Many underwater photographers travel to exotic places like the Red
Sea or Caribbean Sea to take advantage of these lighting conditions and an abundance of photogenic
sea life.

Color Properties Underwater
Underwater photographers are faced with a dramatic loss of color the deeper they dive.
Seawater absorbs the colors of the visible light spectrum at different rates with increased depth.
Reds and oranges are the first to be absorbed, followed by yellows, greens and lastly, blues. This
absorption of colors occurs regardless of available light at different depths (Anthoni). Underwater
photographers can compensate for this loss of color in a variety of ways. The use of strobe flashes
is a common method for restoring color underwater. Color compensating filters can also be
beneficial when shooting underwater photographs as well. By applying the complement color of the
water’s color in the form of a filter to the camera lens, the photographer can recover color that was
unseen before. However, filters reduce the amount of light hitting the camera sensor. Although it is
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advisable to manage color while shooting underwater, it may be better for color complement filters
to be applied in Adobe Photoshop.
When a strobe is triggered, the subject is illuminated, exposing colors that were unseen before.
The underwater photographer must consider the position of their strobes in relation to the subject
to avoid backscatter. Backscatter is caused by suspended particles in the water reflecting into the
camera lens (Edge, 376). It appears as distracting snow on the image display and is a common cause
of degradation of quality in an underwater image. Editing of digital images becomes easier when the
underwater photographer considers this obstacle while shooting.
Filter photography produces different results than images created with the use of a flash.
Filters are more effective in bright conditions so the underwater photographer must consider the
location of their dive and the depth at which they plan to shoot (Edge, 94). Filters do not add color
to an image; they work by reducing unwanted colors in the image. The desired color filter is the
complementary color of the unwanted color (see Figure B). For instance, in water that has a cyan
cast, the underwater photographer would benefit from using a red filter. Green water would require
a magenta filter. Filters can be used creatively to capture subject matter that would otherwise be
drowned out by backscatter from a flash.
If the underwater photographer is shooting with strictly available natural light, they will need
to consider their positioning relative to the subject, as this may change the amount of color in the
image. Also, filters will alter the colors in the frame when using natural light. For this reason, filter
tools in Adobe Photoshop may be more beneficial than actual filters on your camera underwater.
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Figure A
This color wheel illustrates color complements to aid in the understanding of
color compensating filters used underwater (diagram created by author).

White balance becomes a challenge when filters and flashes are used. Many cameras have
white balance settings that can be used when shooting underwater. However, many adjustments can
be made to the Raw image in Adobe Photoshop without any harm to the original image. The final
color quality of the image depends on the conditions of the underwater setting, the photographer’s
efforts to capture color underwater during the dive, and their efforts while editing with computer
software.
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Potential Applications
An understanding of how color is absorbed underwater can enable people to create tools to
decipher what is occurring in our oceans. CoralWatch, for example, is an organization built on a
research project at the University of Queensland, Australia that promotes the monitoring of coral
reefs through a “simple, non-invasive method.” They have created color charts that contain varying
shades of coral colors to show the level of degradation of coral due to bleaching. Coral bleaching is
due to a loss of the algae living within the tissue of the coral and causes the coral to turn white with
increased degradation. The colors on the chart vary “in brightness representing different stages of
bleaching/recovery, based on controlled experiments.” By supplying volunteers with these color
charts, CoralWatch believes anyone can be a part of the preservation process of marine ecosystems.
Volunteer divers carry a Coral Health Chart (shown below) with them and when they reach a
coral while diving, they are to match the coral’s color to a color on the chart and record the color
code. This helps CoralWatch determine what stage of decay various coral reefs are currently subject
to. This is a great example of how color management can be used in a practical, beneficial way
through accurate recording of color underwater.
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Chapter III - Research Methods & Procedures
To determine the best method of achieving optimal color in underwater photography, the
Scientific Method will be used to test how color is perceived and recorded at different depths while
scuba diving. I will also use Elite and Specialized Interviewing to learn what techniques professionals
use for underwater imaging and color correction. Acquiring information from an industry
professional will enable me to gain an understanding of the current trends and standards in the field
of underwater photography. I will also provide a Content Analysis of the information gathered to
solidify my understanding of my findings. I believe these research methods will determine useful
techniques regarding color quality in underwater imaging and how to achieve it.

The Scientific Method
The scientific method has led mankind to many discoveries and realizations in numerous
subjects and practices. Hypotheses are made, experiments are conducted, results are analyzed, and
a theory may or may not be verified. This process allows the researcher to ask questions about the
nature of things and draw conclusions based on their findings. After conclusions are formulated,
the process must be repeated, verified, and modified (Levenson, 19). In order for the conclusion to
remain valuable, it must be tested on various occasions.
I will use the scientific method to determine where and when color dissipates in the depths
of the ocean. My tools will be diving equipment, an Olympus 8080 8.0 Megapixel camera, an
Olympus underwater housing for the camera, and a RGB/CMYK color chart of my own creation. I
will perform the experiment at two locations to illustrate the differences one can get when shooting
in different diving conditions. The first dive site is called “Target Rock,” next to the well-known
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Morro Rock, in Morro Bay, California. The visibility tends to usually be quite low but sea life is
abundant.
The second dive site is called “Pink Ribbon” and is off the shore of Santa Cruz Island, one of
the California Channel Islands. The waters are much deeper there and the clarity of water is much
higher than in Morro Bay. I will photograph the color chart at the water’s surface, at 5 feet, 10 feet,
15 feet, 20 feet, and 25 feet. I will not use a strobe light in this experiment in order to show the
variations of color underwater with natural light. With a strobe, all color is easy to recover. This
experiment will demonstrate the effects of color loss with solely available natural light.
I will create the color chart in Adobe Illustrator with colored squares of the respective RGB
on one side (in RGB color mode) and CMY on the other side (in CMYK color mode). I will also
include 50% gray on both sides. I will then print the color chart on a wide-format Epson printer,
laminate the color chart to make it water tight, and attach a leash to avoid losing the chart during
the dive.
My hypothesis is that particular frequencies of ambient light will be attenuated differently.
Specifically, I propose that red and orange will lose their intensity dramatically within 10-15 feet
of descent. Green and blue colors will be lost as depth increase and will dissipate at a slower rate. I
propose that there will be linear attenuation of color with increased depth when dive conditions are
good, blue maintaining the highest value, then green, then red. It is my goal to achieve quantitative
values as to where water absorbs the different colors and where they lose their quality. I also
hypothesize that the visibility in the water will play a major role in the success of color reproduction
in underwater photography. The less visibility, the less likely the colors will be reproduced
accurately.
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Once I surface from the dive and load the photographs onto my computer, I will then use
Adobe software to analyze my data. Adobe Photoshop will be my primary tool in my investigation
of color reproduction underwater.

Elite and Specialized Interviewing
Elite and Specialized Interviewing will allow me to gain insight from industry professionals
and individuals who have valuable knowledge pertaining to my subject. By interviewing wellinformed individuals, the researcher is given the opportunity to ask specific questions that may not
be easily accessible in a book or journal or on the Internet. This procedure requires precise, openended questions that can be built upon for further questioning in the interview (Levenson, 22). The
interview should take on the style of a conversation and note taking should be avoided. It is also
important that the interviewee senses that the information they are providing is of great importance
to the interviewer (Levenson, 23).
The professional I will interview is Karl Shreeves. Shreeves is the Technical Development
Executive for PADI (Professional Association of Diving Instructors) and DSAT (Diving Science and
Technology). He designs and develops diving instructional materials as a writer, photographer and
subject matter expert. I plan to ask him what techniques have worked best for him in achieving
optimal color in his underwater photographs. I believe Shreeves’ professional experience as an
underwater photographer will give me insight to current trends in the underwater photography
industry.
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Content Analysis
Content Analysis will be the last research method used in this study. It is usually combined
with other research methods to achieve a better understanding of the issue at hand. It aids in
quantifying qualitative information acquired in interviews, historical research and descriptive
research (Levenson, 27). With this method I will quantify my findings in the experiment and
interview I conduct. With certain color specification limits in mind, I will determine what level
of color quality is achievable with my experimental method. The interview I plan to conduct will
assist me in gaining insightful information from an individual experienced in the field of underwater
photography and color reproduction.
The information obtained from my color chart experiment will provide me with quantitative
results. I will record the numerical RGB values of each color used in my experiment (Cyan,
Magenta,Yellow, Red, Green, Blue, and Gray) at each recorded depth. I will then graph these values
to illustrate the rate at which each color loses its surface value. My interview with Karl Shreeves
will contribute a qualitative, professional viewpoint to my research. I will evaluate the techniques
we discussed and compare them to my findings. With both of these forms of content analysis, I will
be able to determine what methods and techniques are most effective in achieving optimal color
quality in underwater photographs.
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Chapter IV - Results
Color Attenuation Experiment
Before analyzing data from the experiment in which I tested the rates at which different colors
are absorbed by water, there are many limitations that must be accounted for. First, I was limited
by the fact that I had only JPEG images. Although the camera was set to shoot Raw, the images
were in JPEG form when transferred to my computer. This will limit the amount of adjustments I
can make later in Photoshop. Secondly, there was variation in my sampling method of each color in
Photoshop. In order to obtain the RGB values of each colored square on my color chart, I used the
color picker tool. I found inconsistencies of RGB values within each square, which required me to
sample different areas of each square.
Other considerations that must be noted before drawing conclusions from my observations
are the differences between the two dive site conditions. The first dive was done on a clear, early
morning in Morro Bay, California with 3-5 feet of visibility. There was much particulate matter
in the water and there was somewhat of a current. The second dive had much better conditions
with 30 feet of visibility and calm waters. The differences in these conditions may account for
the differences in color values among the graphs. After realizing there were variations in the data
collection, I have learned that color correction for underwater photography is a complex issue with
many variables.
When observing the graphs I generated from the RBG values, it must be noted that only six
points are plotted on the graphs. It is possible that there may be variation between the points.
This further demonstrates the potential variability within my data collection. The first graphs I
will evaluate will be those of the gray square on my color chart. As my plan is stated in Chapter
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III, I photographed the color chart at the surface, 5 feet, 10 feet, 15 feet, 20 feet, and 25 feet
underwater. I chose to shoot the color gray due to its similarity in tone to the other colors in the
experiment (Red, Green, Blue, Cyan, Magenta, and Yellow). If my interview with Karl Shreeves was
conducted before the experimental dives, I would have chosen to shoot white instead of gray after
learning his technique of shooting white for white balance setting.Yet gray is half white so the color
attenuation will be similar to that of white. The graphs below demonstrate the color attenuation for
the color gray in the two different dives.
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As my hypothesis states, I proposed that there would be linear attenuation of color with
increased depth. Of all the graphs for each color, this seems to be verified most clearly with the
color gray yet it is not perfectly linear. Also, it is interesting that the green has higher values than
blue throughout the graphs of both dives. I assume this is because the particulate matter in the water
at the time of the dive caused the water to be more green.
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Another compelling observation is that there appear to be some intersections of color values in
the graphs of colors other than gray on the color chart. Magenta, for example, has some interesting
shifts in color value with increased depth. The graphs below illustrate these intersections. Red holds
the highest color value in each of these graphs, which does not correspond with my idea that blue
will always hold the highest value in color attenuation. I assume this is because there is much more
red in the magenta square on the color chart.
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I believe this crossing over of RGB values in colors other than gray are due to the fact that
the particulate and chemical composition of the water varied with depth during the experimental
dives (See Appendix A for complete set of graphs). The presence of phytoplankton may have affected
what colors the camera recorded. If there is enough phytoplankton in the water, it can cause the
water to appear green. Salinity is another factor in the chemical composition of the water and can
vary with depth. These variables make white balance underwater difficult to obtain. Underwater
photographers using strobes have the added challenge of dealing with backscatter when trying to
achieve accurate color reproduction.
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This experiment illustrates the complexity of color capture underwater. I find the graph for
the color gray to be the most useful in that it shows how white will attenuate in a near-linear fashion
with increased depth. Regarding the other colors used on the color chart, I find that there is no
distinct pattern for absorption rates of the color spectrum because of the variation in chemical and
physical composition of the water. The most beneficial tool to compensate for these challenges may
be the custom white balance tool on the camera.Yet white balancing the camera just once may not
suffice as my graphs indicate that the composition of the water varies with depth and visibility. For
this reason I recommend white balancing before every shot.
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Interview with Karl Shreeves
The interview I conducted with Karl Shreeves at PADI Headquarters provided valuable
information about color correction tools for underwater photography (See Appendix B for complete
set of questions and answers from interview). He has been a diver since his teenage years and decided he
would strive to be a “Writer/Diver/Photographer.” He is able to be just that with his position at
PADI as Technical Development Executive. He designs scuba courses and writes the material for
those courses. He also does still photography on land and underwater. With the advent of digital
cameras, Shreeves believes the “standard has moved up,” making underwater photography easier
than ever before. Shreeves doesn’t go looking for color when shooting underwater, he states that
“it’s just part of the phenomenon and makes underwater photography powerful.” I will briefly
discuss Shreeves’ methods of achieving optimal color in underwater photography and how they
correlate to my findings.
One of the most valuable tools Shreeves uses when shooting underwater is the custom white
balance setting on his camera. This allows him to photograph something white and tell the camera
it is “white,” even though the water has absorbed the red end of the color spectrum. By setting the
white balance underwater, the more absorbed colors (reds and yellows) will be given preference by
the camera, which produces a more natural looking color image.
Another tool Shreeves uses is the ability to shoot in Raw. As mentioned in Chapter II, the Raw
file format is preferable over JPEG because more options are available when manipulating raw data
within the Raw palette in Photoshop than with JPEG options. It is possible to open JPEG images
using the Raw palette, though it is still true that there are not as many options.You cannot, for
example, correct for overexposure. Many aspects of an image that can be manipulated in the Raw
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palette include white balance, contrast, color temperature, and exposure. The photo below was
taken by Shreeves and is an example of how color quality was achieved with the use of the Raw
palette and manipulation through layering.
By opening this image two or three times
in the Raw palette, making adjustments, and
then layering each image, Shreeves was able to
create color balance that illustrates the depth in
the photograph. When taking the shot, if he had
adjusted the color balance for the model in the
background, the flag in the foreground would not
have the best color quality. Shreeves’ solution was
to open the raw file, color balance the model, open
the image again and color balance the flag, then
mask and composite the two images in Photoshop. This created an image that has nice color quality
throughout the entire photograph. Shooting in Raw is what enabled the outcome of the color
quality of this image and no harm was done to the original file. This is a great example how color
correction can be performed during and after the dive and aid in the success of color image quality.
When trying to achieve good color reproduction underwater, Shreeves believes the most
challenging thing is to not think about color. He recommends the creation of a system in which
you shoot in Raw, customize your white balance, and then concentrate more on the subject matter
and not worry about the color. He tries to find a method where he knows any corrections needed
can be done in Photoshop later. Shreeves proposes to use the method that produces the image you
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want. Whatever gets you there in the most effective way is the professional approach. My interview
with Shreeves taught me that color reproduction can be achieved underwater with certain tools,
like custom white balance or strobe flashes, yet Photoshop can be very helpful in further color
correction. It just depends on what effect the underwater photographer is trying to achieve.
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Photoshop Recommendations
Adobe Photoshop offers many options when color correcting underwater photographs. As
the results from my experiment show, it is difficult to have consistent conditions at varying depths.
For this reason, each photograph must be examined individually and different levels of correction
will be necessary, depending on the colors recorded by the camera. Regardless of whether the
photographer is using natural light or a strobe, accurate color reproduction underwater is a difficult
task. I will provide two images and possible color corrections that can be applied using Photoshop
tools.
The image below is from the first experimental dive and has no color correction. It was
taken at 25 feet with 3-5 feet of visibility and natural light (See Appendix C for brief selection of color
attenuaton experiment photographs).
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I opened the image in Photoshop, added a new layer and opened the Levels tool. Using the gray
dropper tool, I applied it to the gray square within the color chart at which point Photoshop adjusts
the colors in the image accordingly in relation to the gray value. This seems to enhance the colors
and provides an accurate reproduction of the colors at the given depth and conditions in the water.
The image will maintain a green cast as the water was extremely green at the time of the dive.

Another method to achieve accurate color reproduction is the Color Balance tool. I created a
new layer in order to preserve the original image and then dialed back in the reds of the mid-tones.
I also recovered a small amount of magenta in the highlights; magenta would be the most likely
choice as it is the complement to the dominantly green water. This application of color correction
provided similar results to the Levels tool. A combination of tool use can be very useful with certain
photographs but in this case I found better results when using one tool over another.
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This photograph was taken during the second dive at 40 feet with 30 feet visibility and a strobe
flash. No color correction is applied to the image above. The color quality in this image is good yet
small adjustments can be made to enhance the color. The image below shows what can be done with
the Levels tool using both the black and white dropper tools. There is more contrast and a warmer
color temperature that appears more accurate and aesthetically pleasing. This displays the fact that
there is some subjectivity in methods and levels of color correction for underwater photographs.
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Chapter V - Conclusions
My research on the topic of color correction for underwater photography has brought me
to the realization that there are a number of variables to consider when working in the medium
of seawater instead of air. Depth, visibility, and particulate matter in the water must be assessed
when attempting to capture accurate color underwater. Technology is constantly improving and
underwater photographers are perpetually acquiring powerful tools that make the task of color
reproduction easier with time. However, these photographers must understand that the variables
change with every click of the shutter so each image must be evaluated individually.
The best techniques to achieve optimal color reproduction in underwater photography
will depend on the variables mentioned above and the photographer’s desired outcome of each
underwater photograph. My experiment in determining the color attenuation of various colors
proved to be more difficult than I anticipated. The permeability of seawater caused inconsistency in
the rates at which the water absorbed different colors. My interview with professional underwater
photographer, Karl Shreeves, taught me that the production of great underwater photographers
requires diligence and experimentation. The technology of today enables just about anyone to be an
underwater photographer.Yet in order to be one of the best, the photographer must use technology
to its full capacity and test its capabilities. Underwater photographers can either strive for luck
when it comes to accurate color or work extremely hard to get it right. Those that demand better
cameras and better color correction software will be successful.
The research I have conducted is by no means a definitive analysis of color underwater.
It has taught me that I have only scratched the surface of the issue. At this time my primary
recommendations to underwater photographers who desire good color reproduction are: use a
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camera that can shoot in Raw, white balance the camera before every underwater shot, and become
familiar with and use Photoshop color correction tools. The combination of these three tools can
lead to accurate color reproduction and powerful underwater photographs. As photographers
continue to investigate the issue of color underwater and as their tools improve in capability, the
underwater photography community will get closer to understanding what methods result in more
precise color capture and reproduction of color underwater.
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Appendix A - Color Attenuation Graphs (Dive 1)
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Appendix A - Color Attenuation Graphs (Dive 2)
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Appendix B
Karl Shreeves Interview Q & A
Q: How did you first get into the field of underwater photography?
A: I started diving when I was about thirteen. In high school, I worked part time at a dive center
and purchased a snapshot underwater camera they had for sale. It was called a Ricoh High Color
35. When you put it in the housing you had one control: the shutter button. So you had to set
everything before you went in [the water]. I realized if I wanted to get a decent photo underwater
I’d better learn something about photography. I worked at a camera store while I studied journalism
in college because I wanted to be a “Writer/Photographer/Diver.” I had very little formal training
in photography; most of [my knowledge] is from reading and experience.
Q: What responsibilities does your job at PADI include?
A: My job title is Technical Development Executive. My overall role is in media development and
as a subject matter expert. My graduate degree is in Instructional System Design Theory. I design
courses and I write the material for the courses. I do still photography as well.
Q: What type of camera do you shoot with underwater?
A: Nikon D300 is the system we use here at PADI.
Q: Does your camera have special capabilities for color underwater?
A:Yes, in that it is a digital camera. No, compared to any other DSLR. Underwater color balance
settings on digital cameras are great for the casual photographer using a point-and-shoot. Digital
photography has made it easier than ever. The whole standard has moved up. The top-end DSLRs
do not have underwater color balance modes but the people using those cameras wouldn’t use that
anyway.
Q: What are your most valuable tools underwater when trying to achieve good color
reproduction?
A: Digital photography in and of itself is a huge advantage over film. In the film days, we used
primarily strobes to replace color. We still do that but white balance is a new capability with digital.
[When shooting underwater] I point at something white or gray [such as a slate or Caribbean white
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sand], I choose custom white balance, snap the shutter, and that tells the camera “this is supposed to
be white.” Then the camera reads all the colors (red, green, and blue) in the frame and adjusts them
appropriately so that the white is “white,” even though the water has shifted it blue.
Q: What other tools are valuable to you when shooting underwater?
A: The ability to shoot Raw as opposed to JPEG is really important. Raw file format stores all
the data the camera gathers. It doesn’t take much depth change for the color balance to change.
With the Raw converter in Photoshop, I can dial the color balance back in even more than what is
possible with strictly white balance. I can even open the file two or three times and layer them to
create a color balance through depth in the photograph.
Q: What is most challenging when you are trying to achieve good color reproduction
underwater?
A: The most challenging thing is to not think about color. Do your white balance (strobes and/or
custom white balance) and create a system so you don’t have to think about color. Know that you
are in the latitude where you can use Photoshop later for color correction. Whatever gets you there
in the most effective way is the professional approach.
Q: What are your most valuable tools when editing color in underwater photos using
computer software?
A: The Raw Converter in Photoshop, which gets better with each generation. One of the coolest
things in Photoshop is the Color Balance tool. If there is something gray or black in your photo, like
a wetsuit or an exposed scuba cylinder, click on that using the color balance tool and you can usually
get a pretty good color balance of your red, green and blue.
Q: How does visibility play a role in color correction for underwater photographs?
A: It’s a different issue, but it’s relevant. Particles in the water affect how much different colors
shift. For example, clear water looks blue because the colors being absorbed are primarily those
absorbed by just the water. If there is a lot of particulate matter in the water, algae for example, the
water is going to look green instead of blue, because the particles absorb the blue. Blue water has
much more penetration power so that’s why you can see better in blue water.
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Q: What advice would you give to an amateur underwater photographer?
A: Buy a camera and housing together. The turnaround in technology is very rapid. Not every
camera has a housing available; even if the camera does have a housing, chances are if you wait too
long, a housing will not be available anymore. Also, use a camera that has Raw capabilities. This gives
you a lot more control when editing your photos later. Point-and-shoot cameras are getting really
good. It just depends how much you want to invest. There is a trade-off between technique, expense
and capabilities. The more you are willing to learn and do and invest, the more capabilities you will
have underwater.
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Appendix C
Color Attenuation Experiment Photographs (Dive 1)
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Appendix C
Color Attenuation Experiment Photographs (Dive 2)
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